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The world’s advanced blockchain based platform
with Secure, Fast and Infinite Opportunit ies.



INTRODUCTION
NEW GENERATION SECURITY

NGS is a network of independent nodes that provide a decentralized 
encrypted database service.

NGS Coin is a platform for the future of funding that is built on top of the 
Ethereum blockchain.

It accelerates growth of start-up companies by offering tools and services
that save both time and resources.

Investors can use services to divide their investments between various 
services like P2P loans,crowdfunding, etc. The first version of the NGS 
Allows startups to launch and manage crowdfunding and campaigns.

While the NGS design is inspired by that of earlier blockchains, it also
realizes decades of research across the fields of concurrent and 
distributed computation, mathematics, and programming language design. 

The platform includes a modular, end-to-end design that commits to 
correct-by-construction software and industrial extensibility.

The NGS Blockchain Protocol and NGSToken (NGS) is native crypto token 
currency which is being created to be integrated with and used on the
NGS network, for decentralized applications on the network.Initially, NGS 
is proposed to be issued and implemented on the public Ethereum 
blockchain asan ERC-20 compliant token. NGS team will integrate its 
existing “wallet” function to hold NGS balances, and allow users to utilize 
the tokens on the NGS platform shortly after the tokensare activated.
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The NGS Payment gateway and wallets, as the most promising
blockchain ecosystem for the payment industry, perfectly combines
the advantages of leading cryptocurrencies and addresses the
inherent problems of exist ing blockchain systems. It  wil l  continue to
develop and iterate through the foundation of the platform, as well
as through the products and practical business implementations. A
new kind of economy mode wil l  be formed by the Blockchain
Economy to signif icantly enhance the eff iciency of the industries, as
well as society as a whole.

In addit ion to that, the payment industry backs the payment
ecosystem to fulf i l l  the demands of customers & merchant. There
are many payment gateways/merchants are in the industry of
Blockchain. However, the services of the NGS payment is total ly
different, unique, secure & better with extra faci l i t ies. Extra services
of NGS includes payment gateway services, P2P chat, In-chat
payment faci l i ty, merchant payment solutions, invoicing management,
product management, order management & product support tools
as well.

The foundation wil l  provide transparency for payments management,
f inancial management, code management and business practices for
merchants, and wil l  maintain high standards of honesty, ethical 
business conduct and compliance with applicable laws, rules, and
regulations for the users. 

An accounting f irm has been engaged to provide f inancial report
audit and compliance management services. The birth and the infancy
stage of NGS have been strongly supported by the founding members,
the development team, industry experts, early backers, lawyers and
professional consultants. We would l ike to thank everyone who have
made extraordinary contributions to the
development of the NGS Blockchain Technology.



VISION AND MISSION

NGS BLOCKHAIN Technologies team is committed to develop ful ly
quali f ied & professional global blockchain community by
cooperating with the other blockchain communit ies, third party
services, developers and companies. The goal of NGS Blockchain
team is to innovate the experience of using virtual currency in real
l i fe. Ult imately bring it  into f inance, business, product management,
gaming, payments and internet industries. NGS Blockchain team is
the compatible ecosystem to develop, enhance and bridge the real
world applications into the blockchain. In the current era, there are
many payment industries are in an existence based on the
blockchain systems. The current market depends on the peer to peer
payment transfers with proof of security. However, such a security
are not possible with presently running systems. Thus, NGS
Blockchain team want to provide extra faci l i t ies then the current
available payment system providers. In addit ion to that, NGS
Blockchain team has planned to provide real-t ime solutions for
merchants & customers. Integration of al l  new blockchain based
technologies and upcoming currencies is our aim to develop the NGS
Blockchain.

Blockchain technology has a huge potential to create new bussines 
models and bring measurable benefits and value to the public and 
private sectors. To unlock this potential, NGS protocol was designed
purposeful ly to tackle the main challenges which l imit the f luent 
exchange and integrity of data in product smart chains. With smart 
chain data becoming increasingly fragmented, scalabil i ty and cost 
concerns of current decentral ized solutions become evident.
Using NGS, al l  stakeholders can securely share their data and keep 
sensit ive data ful ly encrypted at al l  t imes. By supporting global 
standards for data exchange.
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Web 3.0: The Third Generation Web is Coming

The Web is entering a new phase of evolution. There has been 
debate, which innvolved thinking about proper name. Web 3.0 is 
revolution in modern era. Some would prefer to not name it al l ,  while 
others suggest continuing to cal l  i t  “Web 2.0”. However, this new 
phase of evolution has quite a different focus from what Web 2.0 has 
come to mean. NGS mission is to create a “world changing 
data/f inancial tool/network”. NGS Blockchain Meets IoT. Building 
decentral ized cutt ing edge blockchain enviroment = “Internet of
Blockchains”

What is internet of blockchians?
The future of blockchain wil l  not be one network
to rule them all ,  but rather an 
interconnected network of mult iple
blockchains, much l ike the internet
as we know it.  The NGS technology
makes blockchain networks work 
more l ike the internet. Just as the 
internet is a series of smaller 
physical networks, connected to a larger
network through common protocols, 
NGS wil l  connect smaller, diverse 
networks together to create a 
truly, global, scalable, and 
evolving blockchain Layer of the 
internet.
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PROTECTING INVESTORS' INTERESTS

While we are helping start-ups to raise the funds, we care about investors whose
investments’ protection we wish to guarantee to the maximum extent. The voting 
system gives the investors bigger control over their investment.
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Up to 2% NGS cashback on all transactions

Exchange NGS for Bictoin, Ethreum and 100+ more Cryptocurrency

Trade NGS on 7 exchanges after ICO. 

(HitBTC, Bit-z, BitMart, Bitfinex, OKEx, Etherdelta, CoinBene)



WE BRING TOGETHER MARKETPLACES & FINANCE
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The ultimate goal of NGS is to be the all-in-one solution and offer a wide array 
of services from market to finance. Our clients — both corporate and private ones
Will access all the services they need from a single platform. Blockchain 
technology gives us the chance to make your finances grow faster and give 
better returns.



WHAT STAGE ARE WE AT?
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ROAD

B

August, 2018
Elaboration of Platform
Elaboration of NGS platform legal model in various 
jurisdictions. Attracting of $ 50,000 investment. 
Development of the cyber protection mechanics. 
Development of a pilot application IQ NGS for the 
future platform.

STEP

02

ROAD

D

December, 2018
Attraction of Advisors
Attraction of advisors. Development of the NGS 
platform mock-up. Technical audit.

STEP

04

STEP

01
June, 2018 Platform Idea

The origin of NGS platform idea. Development of 
the concept and business plan.

ROAD

A

October, 2018 Fundraising
Attracting of $ 300,000 investment. IQ NGS OU 

company registration. Team building.

ROAD

C
STEP

03

February, 2019
Trade Enquiries

Development of a partnership model in NGS 
ecosystem. Trade enquiries. Agreement with a 

partner bank. Development of IQ NGS API. Start of 
the platform development. Start of ecosystem 

formation (more than 30 partners).

ROAD

E
STEP

05

ROAD

F

April, 2019
Preparation for ICO
Preparation for ICO. Development of a smart contract 
for NGS token release. PreICO conducting. Continue 
the development of the platform. Ecosystem 
formation continuation (more than 100 partners).

STEP

06

ROAD

H

September, 2019
Integration with Ethereum
The platform integration with Ethereum 
blockchain. Development of NGS blockchain 
control subsystem. Integration of NGS API with 
partner applications. Release of platform’s beta 
version. Start of NGS wallet and tournament 
functionality development.

STEP

08

May, 2019 ICO Conducting
ICO conducting. NGS API development. NGS web 

application development. NGS API and IQ NGS API 
link testing. New IQ NGS applications 

development. NGS tokens listing on 
crypto-currency stocks. Start of the marketing 

campaign to attract end-users.

ROAD

G
STEP

07

November. 2019
NGS Wallet release

Platform and NGS wallet release. Cyber protection 
services API integration and tournaments release. 
Continuation of an active marketing campaign to 

attract end-users.

ROAD

I
STEP

09



WHAT STAGE ARE WE AT?
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ROAD

J

January, 2020
Development of NGS SDK
Further development of the ecosystem (2000+ 
partners, 45+ IQ NGS applications, 2.5 million active 
users). Development of NGS SDK.

STEP

10

ROAD

L

May, 2020
Implementation of AI
Implementation of AI technology in NGS API and 
NGS SDK. Addition of new mechanics using AI 
into the list of game mechanics.

STEP

12

March, 2020 
NGS SDK release

NGS SDK release. Additional game mechanics 
development. Involvement of partners to develop 

new applications based on SDK.

ROAD

K
STEP

11

July, 2020
Further Development

Further development of NGS ecosystem (10,000 
partners, 150 IQ NGS applications, 15,000,000 

active users).

ROAD

M
STEP

13



3% Airdrop Campaign

3% Advisors

9% Founders and Team

15% Reserved Funding

70% Distributed to Community

NGS TOKEN STRUCTURE
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TOKEN SPECIFICATION

TOKEN NAME: NGS TOKEN

TOKEN TICKER SYMBOL = NGS

TOKEN DECIMAL = 8

TOKEN PRE SALE PRICE 1 NGS = 0.01USD

TOKEN PRICE IN ICO = 1 NGS = 0.1USD

TOKENS CREATED = 20.000.000 NGS

TOKENS FOR SALE = 14.000.000 NGS

SOFT CAP= 5 MILLON USD

HARD CAP = 30 MILLON USD

PRE-SALE BONUS = UP TO 30%

UNSOLD TOKEN WILL BE BURNED.

CONTRACT : 0x9BaAF63b5B4C10600F82A934640dd9C070A5f260
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BONUS STRUCTURE
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TEAM
NGS is backed by a strong technical team that has several years of experience
in developing world-class IT solutions. The technical team is augmented by an 
experienced management team and a vibrant marketing team that leaves no
stone unturned to make NGS succesfull.

CEO
Emily Harris

Emily is an engineering graduate. She has 8 years of 
entrepreneurship experience with 5 successful companies. 
Emily has transformed 5 different ideas into actual products 
That is successfully competing in their respective markets.

Emily portfolio includes: 
- SSMS, logistics solution provider in UK
 - Superwire Internet, an internet related solutions provider Based in
the UK serving international markets 
- HMFQ, an on-demand delivery startup which is the most Successful 
application amongst its competitors.
 - AZ Internet, a block chain based financial technology solutions 
Provider in the Middle East, African, European and Asian markets.

Bennett Andrew
 CTO

Bennett is an IT professional and comes with a 7 years Experience in 
the tech industry. He worked as the Tech Lead at BGM Animations. 
He then started his own product development firm. He did an MBA in 
finance and marketing at Wales University. He has 3 Years of experience
in investment banking as a financial Analyst for a US-based custodian 
bank.

Initially he worked as a Tech Lead at BGM Animations and then later 
Started his own product development firm. He was serving as the CTO
For Bravoode Solutions, a mobile application development and creative 
A web design firm serving the US markets. For the last two years, he has
Been working with AZ Internet building block chain applications for clients 
In various markets. He is currently heading the development of AZ 
Internet’s first own block chain product, FundChain.
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Reginald Cyril
Financial Advisor

Walter Richard
       ITCS

Being passionate about information technology and cyber security, 
Walter graduated with an information system degree and started his
role in information technology and cyber security in the technosphere. 
He has been a crypto investor and is not attempting to contribute 
innovation that would better the ecosystem.

Graduating from the University of London with a bachelor's in economics 
and finance, Reginaldspecializes in financial analysis and economics. 
His analytical skills and strategic initiative along with his interpersonal 
and communication skills make him an expert in his field. Reginald Has 
been dedicating his time to various companies including OTIS, Google, 
and AXA as a financial consultant.

Victor Philip
       Business Advisor

Victor Philips, an established international business expert, with experience
In Management, HR, training, Construction and Development, Real Estate,
F&B and Retail Operations, Prodcut Development, Procurement, 
Marketing and PR, Service, Excellence and General Advisory and 
Consulting Services in McDonald's, Fico Corp, Fena Asset, DTAC, 
Novotel, Holiday Inn, Marriott, Aigner, Verasce, Longchamp, 
Wine Connection and Vertu.

 Sophie
International Business
Development Manager

Sophie is a new youth talent who has experience in marketing with an
International government sector and one of UK biggest PLCs. Her 
Intercultural communication, marketing strategy, management skill, and 
Her driven motivation will drive BFEX to a successful platform.
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